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A guide to mermaids describes their physical features, favorite haunts, duties, costume and adornments, and pets, and retells six stories about mermaids from all over the world.
Deep down at the bottom of the ocean, was the "Land of the Mermaids." All of the mermaids who lived in this beautiful place looked exactly the same. Although some might have short hair or long hair, each mermaid was
pink with a green tail. One day a little mermaid hatched out of her shell and was different. This littlest mermaid was purple. Young readers will learn a valuable lesson about diversity and acceptance as they read about the
littlest mermaid’s adventures in a land filled with sandcastles, seahorses, and trees made of coral.
Ariel is fascinated with life on land. On one of her visits above the surface, she meets a human prince and falls in love. Determined to be with her true love, she makes a risky deal with an evil sea witch and trades her voice
for legs. Ariel embarks on the adventure of a lifetime, but soon finds that the fate of her father's kingdom is in her hands. This storybook includes beautiful, full-color art in the style of the beloved film, The Little Mermaid.
An enchanting mermaid tale from the New York Times and USA Today bestselling How to Catch series, the perfect back to school gift for kids! Many claim to have caught a mermaid, but can YOU? Perfect for mermaid
lovers, summer reading, and gifts for kids ages 4-10, this funny mermaid picture book offers an irresistible under-the-sea adventure that parents, educators, and children will love! Brimming with fun STEAM-based traps,
clever rhymes, and plenty of laughs to share in at-home and classroom read alouds, this magical story makes a perfect stocking stuffer and birthday, Easter, or back to school gift for kids and mermaid lovers alike! How do
you catch a mermaid? You must be very clever. With mirrors, crowns, and pearls galore, this quest can't last forever! Also in the How to Catch Series: How to Catch a Unicorn How to Catch a Yeti How to Catch a
Dinosaur How to Catch a Dragon How to Catch a Monster and more!
Mermaid
How to Meet a Mermaid
A Fun Rhyming Picture Book for Children Aged 3-8
Mermaid Dreams
A little sea princess, longing to be human, trades her mermaid's tail for legs to win the love of a prince.
A lovely and laugh-out-loud picture book from the award-winning author of Rude Cakes and Most Marshmallows. A silly read-aloud tale for kids about being yourself! Mabel isn't like the
other mermaids. Lucky isn't like the other octopuses. But when they find each other, they discover that true friendship isn't about how you look, and that sometimes what we are
searching for is right under our noses. The inimitable Rowboat Watkins is back with another humorous tale about being true to yourself. • A delightful, inspiring read-aloud book for
toddlers that celebrates gender diversity and difference • Stylish, accessible art brings this story of being true to yourself to hilarious life. • Rowboat Watkins is a 2010 Sendak Fellow
and Ezra Jack Keats honoree. Young readers of Julian Is a Mermaid, Mary Wears What She Wants, and Exclamation Mark will find much to love in this tale that celebrates individuality and
acceptance. • Read-aloud books for kids age 3–5 • Books for teachers and librarians • Gender, differences, being yourself Rowboat Watkins was a recipient of the 2010 Sendak
Fellowship, his book Rude Cakes was an Ezra Jack Keats Honor Book, and the New York Times praised his most recent title, Most Marshmallows, as "exquisite." Rowboat lives with his
family in Brooklyn, New York.
A sweet and sparkling chapter book series about finding your place and believing in yourself! It’s Marnie Blue’s first day at Lady Sealia Foam’s Mermaid School, and she’s terrified.
What if she can’t make friends? What if she has to ride a seahorse? And what if the teachers assume she’s just like her Aunt Christabel, a famous singer who was a troublemaker growing
up. Even though Marnie is sweet and tries her best to fit in, a mermaid named Orla seems intent on getting her in trouble. But when Orla finds herself in danger, Marnie has to swim to the
rescue! Filled with fabulous, fishy fun, Mermaid School is the start of a sparkly new chapter-book series that’s sure to enchant young readers.
Girl by day. Mermaid by night. This part-time mermaid is ready for adventure! Jump into the sea to play hide-and-seek in coral caves, explore sunken pirate ships, and meet new
underwater friends. At the sea palace, it's almost time for the Midsummer Sea Festival! But . . . where is the merboy and his turtle? Can the Part-time Mermaid find him in time?
A Great Mermaid Adventure: Ocean Animals For Kids
The Pirate and the Mermaid
Stories of Mermaids
The Little Mermaid (Disney Princess)
Mermaid and Me

Mermaids come in all shapes and sizes! In this sweet picture book, a shy little girl goes on a magical underwater adventure filled with adorable mermaids, silly sea creatures,
games with new friends and wonderful surprises! One sunny Saturday, Maya and her parents visit the beach. Maya loves the beach: the warm sand feels wonderful between her
toes. But it would be more fun if she had a friend. Too shy to say hello, Maya watches the kids play nearby, and slowly her eyes droop closed . . . When Maya awakens she has
been transported to a magical underwater world. Maya admires the sea creatures flitting around her, and she discovers that she too has a beautiful tail. Maya is a mermaid! But
who is calling out a greeting from behind that coral? Whose bright eyes are peering at her from the sea grass? Whose laughter does she hear? Could it be a new friend? Or just
another sea creature? This adorable picture book will delight the youngest daydreamers and shows us that making new friends may not be as hard as you think -- if you have a
good imagination!
How to Catch a MermaidSourcebooks, Inc.
Being a mermaid isn't always easy. Join our mermaid friends as they not only show a love of diversity, but give examples of mermaid life lessons that will help us all through
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those hard days. Examples of acceptance, kindness and believing in yourself are just a few things our mermaid friends bring to life.
The Little Mermaid lives under the sea, but she wants to know what it's like to walk on land. She visits a Sea Witch, who promises to change her tail for legs, but only in
exchange for her lovely singing voice. Will the Little Mermaid be able to get her voice back? This story is a perfect introduction to the classic tale, with its gentle, rhythmic text
and bright, friendly illustrations. It's never too early to introduce children to the magic and wonder of classic tales. Familiar characters are brought to life at each turn of the
page with spellbinding artwork and lyrical writing. A visual glossary at the beginning introduces new vocabulary and promotes understanding. A lively activity at the end
invites discussion and will make even the very youngest children want to return to these story books again and again. Fairy tales and classic stories are a vital introduction to
the basics of storytelling like setting, characters and plot. They boost a child's imagination and also teach valuable life lessons about good overcoming evil, the difference
between right and wrong and the importance of rising to a challenge. Also available: Goldilocks and the Three Bears, Cinderella, Jack and the Beanstalk, The Three Little Pigs.
Mermaid School
Fairy Tale with picture glossary and an activity
The Tail of Emily Windsnap
Mermaid Treasure Hunt (Dora and Friends)
How to Catch a Mermaid
Five mermaids guide children on a whimsical singalong journey through the world's oceans, counting down from 5 to 0. Includes educational
notes about mermaid legends, marine animals, and the five oceans, as well as a catchy song and video animation to reinforce STEM learning.
Polly and Paul and their dog Billy discover a tiny mermaid in the brook near their home.
Discover what makes mermaids so magical and become a true believer with this sparkly Mythical Creatures Are Real board book! Gemstone and
sparkles and coral, oh my! That's what mermaids are made of! But did you also know that mermaids are vegetarian, or that they can control
the weather on the seas? Mermaid lovers will be tickled to learn all sorts of "facts" about these beloved beings in #1 New York Times
bestselling illustrator Holly Hatam's latest Mythical Creatures Are Real board book. Encourage your little one's imagination with peeks into
other whimsical worlds! Look for Holly's Unicorns Are Real, Dragons Are Real, and Fairies Are Real, too!
A young girl learns she’s half mermaid and plunges into a scheme to reunite with her father in this entrancing, satisfying tale that beckons
readers far below the waves. For as long as she can remember, twelve-year-old Emily Windsnap has lived on a boat. And, oddly enough, for
just as long, her mother has seemed anxious to keep Emily away from the water. But when Mom finally agrees to let her take swimming lessons,
Emily makes a startling discovery — about her own identity, the mysterious father she’s never met, and the thrilling possibilities and
perils shimmering deep below the water’s surface. With a sure sense of suspense and richly imaginative details, first-time author Liz
Kessler lures us into a glorious undersea world where mermaids study shipwrecks at school and Neptune rules with an iron trident — an
enchanting fantasy about family secrets, loyal friendship, and the convention-defying power of love.
The Little Mermaid
The Story of Ariel
Rónán and the Mermaid: A Tale of Old Ireland
The Mermaid's Treasure
Mermaid Books For Kids
Dive into the magical sea and explore the enchanted world of mermaids! From playing with dolphins to having a mermaid tea party, this book delights in all aspects of mermaid life including seahorse riding,
mermaid school, playing dress up, blowing bubbles, searching for sunken pirate treasure, mermaid pets, coral reefs, mermaid lullabies, and more.
Sylvia is an amazing swimmer. She is also strong, and very determined. But only Luka knows that she is also a mermaid! As the two become friends, they set off on a magical journey they will never forget. A
beautiful story about friendship by CBeebies' presenter .
Dora and her friends team up with Mariana the mermaid to hunt for missing golden treasure! Based on Nickelodeon’s hit show Dora and Friends, this full-color storybook is perfect for girls and boys ages 3 to
7. This Nickelodeon Read-Along contains audio narration.
Four classic fairy tales are retold and compiled into one book, read "The Little Mermaid," "The Steadfast Tin Soldier," "The Tinderbox," and "Thumbelina."
The Littlest Mermaid
The Little Mermaid and Other Stories
Mermaid Myths
The Mermaid Atlas
The Mermaid and the Shoe

24 completely unique unicorn coloring pages for kids ages 4-8!Unicorns are so much fun to color because they lead such interesting, magical lives! They meet princesses, dragons and mermaids. They
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visit castles and enchanted woodlands, fly through stars and rainbow skies and even wind up in the Land of Sweets! Share the fun and magic of unicorns with a special child! This coloring book is a
great non-screen activity to stimulate a child's creativity and imagination. It makes a perfect gift!About this unicorn coloring book:* Contains 34 completely unique coloring pages. There are NO
duplicate images in this book.* The pages are single-sided to prevent bleed-through, and so that pages can be removed and displayed without losing an image on the back.* We have carefully
designed each page to be entertaining and suitable for children in the 4 to 8 year-old age range. We have avoided overly-intricate designs as well as overly-simplistic ones. We believe children of this
age love coloring fun scenes that fire up their imaginations, not a book full of simple shapes.* The pages are a nice, large 8.5x11 size.Magic Unicorns Coloring Book
Each of King Neptune’s 50 mermaid daughters boasts a special talent, except for little Minnow, who seems to be good only at asking questions. When she finds a strange object, Minnow follows her
questions to a wondrous place and finds answers, including the answer to the most important question of all: Who am I? A gorgeously illustrated story about finding one’s purpose.
In an exuberant picture book, a glimpse of costumed mermaids leaves one boy flooded with wonder and ready to dazzle the world. While riding the subway home from the pool with his abuela one
day, Julián notices three women spectacularly dressed up. Their hair billows in brilliant hues, their dresses end in fishtails, and their joy fills the train car. When Julián gets home, daydreaming of
the magic he’s seen, all he can think about is dressing up just like the ladies in his own fabulous mermaid costume: a butter-yellow curtain for his tail, the fronds of a potted fern for his headdress.
But what will Abuela think about the mess he makes — and even more importantly, what will she think about how Julián sees himself? Mesmerizing and full of heart, Jessica Love’s author-illustrator
debut is a jubilant picture of self-love and a radiant celebration of individuality.
Exploring legends from across the globe, this narrative text presents the story of the mermaid, offering possible scientific explanations for the myths. Bright images and a playful design will keep even
the most reluctant readers interested, while a glossary helps build vocabulary. A broad spectrum of ideas encourages critical thinking.
The Legend of Mermaid Noella
Disney: The Little Mermaid (Tiny Book)
Mermaid Coloring Book
All About Mermaids
Mermaid Coloring Book for Kids Ages 4-8

This children's coloring book is full of beautiful mermaids and their ocean friends. For any young mermaid fan, this book makes a great
gift from ages 4 to 8 years. What you will find inside the book: - 50 unique mermaid designs. - Single sided designs, with a variety of
cheerful mermaid themes and detailed backgrounds. - A nice large format (8.5 by 11 inch) for kids to enjoy. - Age appropriate coloring
pages for primary age children under 8 years, with mermaid based themes, including: mermaids, mer-cats, mer-unicorns, whales, fish,
rays, turtles, dolphins, sunshine, moons and stars, under-sea castles, starfish, shells, treasure, a desert island and more. Activities such as
coloring can improve your child's pencil grip, as well as helping them to relax, self-regulate their mood and develop their imagination. So,
if your child loves mermaids, then order your copy today.
Legend has it the only way to meet a mermaid is to know where to look and to give her a beautiful handmade gift that shows her you care.
If you’re lucky, she may take you on an ocean adventure! Mermaids are rarely seen, and even more rarely met. But, if you gather some
natural craft supplies—shells, coral, driftwood, and sea glass—and make her a gift, you might just befriend one! Will you spot a mermaid in
the waves just off shore? If you do, will you be ready? By being observant, resourceful, and friendly, you can make a beautiful crown from
natural beach materials that will show your new mermaid friend you truly care. Perhaps she’ll take you on an incredible adventure through
the ocean’s depths, past ancient shipwrecks, and to her shell castle! You just might experience what it’s like to be a mermaid yourself! Sue
Fliess’s poetic read-aloud text and Simona Sanfilippo’s vibrant, whimsical illustrations will provide joy for young readers eager to meet
their own mermaids! Also included are guides for teachers and parents about how to engage children in building mermaid crowns and how
to interest them in the natural world, the history of mermaids, and the many cultures that have believed in them.
From Instagram sensation and New York Times bestselling author-artist Soosh comes a heartwarming celebration of friendship between a
mermaid and a human girl. A young girl has always loved Mermaids. Every day she wishes she could be friends with one. And on one
magical day, her wish comes true. Nestled on the beach, a place between their two worlds, these unlikely friends discover imaginative ways
to go on many adventures. But will one stormy night drive them apart? From the New York Times bestselling author and illustrator of Dad
By My Side comes a gorgeously depicted story bursting with whimsy and imagination that celebrates the power of friendship.
Three original mermaid tales for children who are just beginning to learn how to read. Meet a scheming mermaid lurking to sabotage the
Great Seahorse Race, a mermaid on a journey to the spooky Pirates' Graveyard and a mermaid who just loves to dance! "Irresistible for
children learning to read." - Child Education Plus
The Mermaid
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Are Mermaids Real?
Usborne Young Reading: Series One
Good Night Mermaids
Merfolk of the World

Starting school is always exciting... especially when you're a mermaid! From schools of fish to the A B Seas, this whimsical underwater tale puts a fun twist on what to expect on the first day of school. It's
Molly's first day at mermaid school, and there's so much to learn! Follow the mermaids as they count clamshells, recite the A B Seas, and make new friends. They even enjoy story time about children who
walk on land! At the end of the day, it's time to sing the goodbye song and head home. With sweet, rhyming language and a peek into a fantastical undersea world, Mermaid School touches on all the major
moments children will experience on their first day. And don't miss the mermaid school handbook in the back of this book for more mermaid fun!
Mermaid lovers of all ages will delight in this stunning picture book, which dives deep to share the "truths" about these enchanting underwater creatures. Dive into the world of mermaids and discover
everything there is to know about the ocean's most mysterious creatures. There is plenty to learn, from where they are found and how they sleep to what they eat and how they raise their young. Overflowing
with fascinating facts and spellbinding artwork, All About Mermaids is the ultimate book for young mermaid enthusiasts. Don't believe the rumors about mermaids being myths--we've got all the facts right
here!
Can a pirate and a mermaid fall in love? Where would they live? Help them decide in this fun rhyming picture book for kids who love pirates and mermaids. A great bedtime read suitable for ages 3-8.
Dive into centuries of mermaid lore with these captivating tales from around the world. A Penguin Classic Among the oldest and most popular mythical beings, mermaids and other merfolk have captured the
imagination since long before Ariel sold her voice to a sea witch in the beloved Disney film adaptation of Hans Christian Andersen's "The Little Mermaid." As far back as the eighth century B.C., sailors in
Homer's Odyssey stuffed wax in their ears to resist the Sirens, who lured men to their watery deaths with song. More than two thousand years later, the gullible New York public lined up to witness a
mummified "mermaid" specimen that the enterprising showman P. T. Barnum swore was real. The Penguin Book of Mermaids is a treasury of such tales about merfolk and water spirits from different cultures,
ranging from Scottish selkies to Hindu water-serpents to Chilean sea fairies. A third of the selections are published here in English for the first time, and all are accompanied by commentary that explores their
undercurrents, showing us how public perceptions of this popular mythical hybrid--at once a human and a fish--illuminate issues of gender, spirituality, ecology, and sexuality.
The Penguin Book of Mermaids
A Kid's Guide to Being a Mermaid
Mabel
A Mermaid Fable
Mermaids Are Real!

Magical and mysterious, the merfolk of the world are notoriously elusive, but this enchanting compendium will reveal their secrets. Learn all about the beautiful selkies of the Scottish seas, the
wily iara of Brazil who love to outwit travelers, and the fearful Ningyo of Japan who can give you eternal life. This captivating book features a mix of mermaid "facts" and short retellings of some
of the most magical and enticing traditional merfolk tales.
The Legend of Mermaid Noella is a delightful children's book that takes one on a magical fairytale adventure into the sea. With the rising of the full moon on her birthday and the help of her
starfish and dolphin friends, Noella shares gifts she has made with children who live near the beach.
Mermaid Books For Kids: A Great Mermaid Adventure FREE For Kindle Prime Or Kindle Unlimited MembersDo you want your baby to have a brain like a genius and can read books before the
age of 3 even when parents are not outstanding?This is a simple, easy-to-understand program that will not only develop your child's reading ability, but also promote lifelong love of
learning!Even if you have no teaching experience ...Even if you don't know where to start ...About The Book: Mermaid Books For Kids: A Great Mermaid Adventure Teach your children how to
behave through short storiesMany species of life.Pretty pictures for kids.We hope your child will be happy.You can teach your child to read at 18 months and maybe earlierGrab Your Copy
Now!GET THIS BOOK NOW AND ENJOY!CLICK BUY NOW BUTTON AT THE TOP OF THIS PAGE!
An Irish storyteller revisits the little-known legend of the Mermaid Saint in a haunting, beautifully illustrated tale of kindness, music, and longing. Long ago, on the eastern coast of Ireland, a
monk from the Abbey of Bangor was collecting driftwood along the wave-tossed shore when he found a boy washed up amid a circle of seals. At first the boy, wrapped in a shawl of woven
seagrass, could barely move or speak. But when he regained his strength, he recalled being brought ashore by a lady with long golden hair who sang him to safety and gave him a silver ring. The
monks knew the legend of a mermaid who had wandered the coast for three hundred years. Could it possibly have been her? Inspired by a story told in medieval chronicles of Irish history about a
wondrous happening in the year 558, debut author Marianne McShane weaves a captivating tale, while Jordi Solano captures the legend's spare but welcoming abbey on the rocky shore -- a
setting that makes you believe that if you listen hard enough, you too can hear the mermaid's song.
Part-time Mermaid
Julián Is a Mermaid
For Kids Ages 4-8, 9-12
Five Little Mermaids
"Set in the ocean off Japan, this retelling of Goldilocks and the Three Bears stars Kiniro, a mermaid, who finds a baby octopus's breakfast,
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Are mermaids compassionate beings waiting to save drowning sailors or vindictive creatures hoping to lure people to their deaths? The answer
depends on the lore, which is vast and varied. Through the centuries, people around the world have reported seeing real mermaids on rocks or
bobbing in the sea. Even in the 21st century, people are drawn to the mystery of the mermaid. Readers, too, will find the many mermaid
stories and hoaxes in this engaging book entertaining as well as educational. Folklore is a unique and entertaining window into studies of
world culture.
Relive the magic of Disney’s 1989 animated classic The Little Mermaid with this collectible tiny book featuring story art from the beloved
film. When Ariel the mermaid falls in love with a handsome human prince and trades her voice and tail for legs, she begins an adventure that
will test her courage in ways she never imagined. With its unforgettable soundtrack, beautiful animation, and endearing characters, Disney’s
The Little Mermaid has been one of the most celebrated animated films for generations. Now with this tiny storybook retelling, fans can
cherish this classic fairytale and keep it right in their pockets! Part of a continuing series of tiny Disney storybooks, this is a unique
collectors item that adult Disney fans can treasure for years to come.
Ariel is a curious young mermaid. She likes to explore sunken ships, swim up to the surface, and learn all she can about the world above the
sea. Children ages 2-5 will love finding out what happens when this Disney Princess falls in love with a human in the full-color Little
Golden Book retelling of Disney The Little Mermaid!
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